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In 1997, Mick Graham, a researcher at the 
CSIRO, had a hunch. He believed the “gene 
silencing” technology he was working on to 
effectively “switch off” diseases that caused 

viral symptoms in tobacco or browning in potatoes, could work 
in other organisms such as fungi and worms, and, more 
remarkably, even animals, including humans. In his long 
sights was HIV, the virus that frequently develops into AIDS. 
Other life-threatening conditions including hepatitis C and 
cancer were also on his radar.

Graham’s concept for introducing made-in-the-lab,  
artificially constructed DNA to shut off problematic genes was 
greeted with scepticism by many. “Most people thought I was 
dreaming,” Graham says. But he persisted. The late 1990s was 

a heady time for the revolutionary concept of gene silencing, 
with scientists across the world experimenting, publishing 
papers and applying for patents. 

Graham’s doggedness would see him leave Australia’s fore-
most research organisation to further his work (this time on 
browning in pineapples) with the Department of Primary 
Industry in Queensland. A meeting there with an entrepre-
neurial colleague enabled him to take his work further. He 
co-founded a biotechnology company, Benitec Ltd, which was 
floated on the Australian Stock Exchange in 2002 with the 
intention of commercialising the technology that renders 
genes that cause disease inactive. 

At the time, they were working on “proof of concept”  
experiments, moving from plants to animals. But what 
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Peter French

a new way of silencing genes to stop the replication of diseases has captivated an 
australian scientist for more than a decade. Finally, it is ready to be tested on patients.
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followed for the startup could have been a plot for a scientific thriller: star billing in 
silicon Valley (after buying a us company working on viral resistance in hepatitis C); 
long-running litigation over patents (a distraction from publishing his findings); a 
funding crisis that forced graham to return to work at the university of Queensland; 
and then – every scientist’s dread – being pipped at the post for glory.

In 2006, two us scientists, Craig Mello and andrew Fire, whose research had been 
following a parallel course, collected the nobel prize for physiology and Medicine for 
detailing, in a paper published in the journal Nature, in 1998, the complex method of 
shutting down specific genes.

however, 16 years on from graham’s eureka moment, the company is back on track 
and the scientist, sitting in benitec’s new offices in balmain, sydney, is looking  
optimistic. with him is CEo peter French, a scientist who worked at the Centre for 
Immunology at st Vincent’s hospital in sydney, and who, with an Mba behind him, 
went on to successfully establish a company that stores frozen medical samples.

French joined benitec in 2009 as its chief scientist. “I told the board I couldn’t do 
this job without Mick,” he explains. so he quickly passed his role on to graham and 
became benitec’s CEo. his first big challenge in the top job was a trip to the us patent 
office’s board of appeal where benitec won a comprehensive victory with all its  
patent claims reinstated. 

benitec’s main point of difference is that patent – for a gene-silencing technique called 
dna directed rna Interference (ddrnai). what began as graham’s hunch has the 
potential to be a real game changer in medicine because it can specifically turn off 
disease-causing genes and can be delivered in a single shot. (a similar method of gene 
silencing was invented by Fire and Mello, but requires frequent re-administration.)

thE FIrst trIal of the technology will be in hepatitis C-infected patients 
in the us. the imminent trial will be conducted at the university of California san 
diego and at duke Medical. the treatment consists of an artificially constructed dna 
strand carried to the liver via a benign virus injected into the bloodstream. the liver 
cells then produce a therapeutic molecule, known as double-stranded rna, which 
“silences” or stops hepatitis C from replicating. “It’s effectively a one-shot cure,” claims 
French. the treatment offers hope for some 170 million hepatitis C sufferers worldwide. 
Currently, the only course of action for liver failure due to the disease is a transplant. 

In partnership with the university of new south wales, benitec’s method is also 
being used in lung cancer to switch off a gene that makes the cancer resistant to 
chemotherapy. Following regulatory approval, a European trial will be undertaken. 
with stanford university in the us, benitec is working on intractable pain often  
suffered by terminal cancer patients and which does not respond to morphine. In 
China, its technology has been licensed to a group working on hepatitis b.

treatment of hIV patients is already underway through a us company, Calimmune, 
which has a licensing agreement with benitec. “Finally, we’ve got to the stage where 
Mick is seeing his dream realised,” says French.

despite a successful $10.7m capital raising in mid-2013, the CEo is the first to admit 
the company is not always an easy sell “due to its tortured history and complicated 
technology”, although he’s delighted by investors’ responses. any company with a 
potential cure for hepatitis C commands attention, he notes. “a one-shot cure would 
make the world sit up and take notice.”

the ultimate commercial plan is to  secure big pharma partners to work with benitec 
to take one or more of its programs to market.  It has been speculated that clinical 
success of its hepatitis C treatment could add significant value to benitec’s market 
capitalisation, but neither French nor graham wants to overstate the case. 

subject to safety and efficacy tests, French says the possibilities are endless. “there’s 
the potential to turn off any gene associated with any disease.”  


